
Established in 1962 as the Vacuum 
Metallization Design Bureau.
Since 1971: Commercial production of 
plastic web and metal foil vacuum 
coating system.
1992: SIDRABE becomes a joint-stock 
company.
1996: American investment company 
New Century Holdings becomes the 
main stockholder.
2005: SIDRABE started production of a 
large-scale glass vacuum coating system.
2010: SIDRABE started production of a 
large-scale roll-to-roll vacuum coating 
system with a substrate width of 2–2,5m.
SIDRABE is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 
14001:2004 certified 50 years expe- 
rience in designing and manufacturing 
vacuum deposition equipment and 
developing unique processes.
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Customized Vacuum Deposition
Equipment and Processes

Equipment and technological processes 
(R&D work) for vacuum deposition onto:

Roll-to-roll materials – plastic films, 
metallic foils and strips, paper, fabrics, 
foam materials;
Glass;
Powders;
3D parts and other special equipment.

Within the past years significant interna- 
tional projects have been implemented in 
collaboration with world renowned compa- 
nies in solar, medical, multi-functional ma- 
terials, manufacturing and other industries.

Detailed information about these pro- 
jects is limited by disclosure agreements.

Key Facts:

Main Projects:

European countries
USA
Japan
Korea

China 
Taiwan
Russia

Key Target Markets: 

Cooperation Partners: 

High-tech company SIDRABE JSC develops customized solutions – vacuum coating 
processes and technological equipment for film, foil, foam materials, 3D objects, glass, 
powder and PVD Li coatings. Key customers are companies that develop new materials 
or significantly improve existing ones. New materials require customized vacuum coating 
machines with specific features and benefits that no other standard vacuum equipment 
manufacturer can offer. The research and technical basis of SIDRABE laboratories can 
certainly provide these. Having more than 50 years of experience in designing and 
manufacturing vacuum deposition equipment and developing unique processes, 
SIDRABE offers complex solutions for the creation of these new materials. The ability to 
offer bespoke, complex solutions is the main competitive advantage of SIDRABE.

SIDRABE offers:
Development and implementation of vacuum processes;
Customized vacuum equipment;
Optimized and cost effective product solutions;
Contract design works;
Contract R&D works.
Successfully implemented processes for various applications:
Coating of roll-to-roll web materials;
Coating of metal strips;
Coating of large-area flat glass; 
Coating of various powders;
Protective and decorative coating of 3D articles;
Substrate pre-treatment using ion sources; 
Vacuum drying of webs.
The company works on solving energy issues as well by researching the use of solar 

power and energy control projects. SIDRABE’s product solutions offer new equipment for 
energy conversion, new type battery component production, innovative solutions for IT 
and electronics as well as environmentally friendly technological material production.

SIDRABE undertakes contracts for research projects and technology transfer in its 
R&D department, which is equipped with possibly one of the world’s largest collection of 
functioning R&D coaters. SIDRABE R&D personnel and facilities facilitate the develop-
ment of deposition processes, manufacturing samples of conceptual products, and 
evaluation of new assemblies.

Description:

Vertical in-line glass vacuum coating system

Contact Information:

Location: Riga


